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The Editor's Page

Our Law Review this year is operating with the largest staff in its history. More than thirty students at the College of Law contribute to the publication of each edition of the Law Review. Although different students are assigned the task of writing a particular note or case comment, the final work is the product of many students.

Since there is this large staff of editors and writers, the members of Law Review are constantly seeking cases and topics for discussion. Ideas for student work come from many sources. At present, we read advance sheets of all the West reporters, state and federal, and U.S. Law Week for Supreme Court decisions. In addition to the material found in these sources, I am particularly interested in having practicing lawyers and judges suggest topics or cases for consideration. Similarly, the members of Law Review are always interested in considering articles for publication which are written by lawyers and judges. Moreover, the Law Review welcomes any comments about the articles printed in each edition.

The students on Law Review appreciate the recent response to the request for financial assistance. These funds are presently being utilized to enhance the quality of our publication.
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